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Consumer shopping behavior such as the choice of store is influenced by 
their perceptions of those stores. Perception is a complex process by which people 
select, organize and interpret sensory stimulation into a meaningful picture of the 
world. 
An understanding of consumer perceptions is important to the retailer as a 
customer's decision to made a purchasing on merchandising will be influenced to 
a large extent by the way he perceives the product. His perceptions will not affect 
on their quality, style and design but also by the attributes which the successful 
retailer is able to lead a product through display, pricing and other tools of support 
The purpose of project paper, is to study about how the customer perceive 
this department towards the display, variety , store atmosphere, staff and 
merchandise presentations. 
Chapter 1 : Will discuss about all aspects of retailing such as background 
company, retail development, objectives and others which related on retailing. 
Chapter 2 : Study on Literature Review based on perceptions, merchandise 
presentation, display and store image. 
Chapter 3 : Methodology and research design will covered on this chapter; it 
involved how the researcher can get information and made determined of 
hypothesis. 
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